
Notes of Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group Meeting, Thursday, June 9th at 18.00 OTC

Present: Liz Sanders, Michael Haley, Christopher Clark, Frank Payne, Oliver Bird, John Nowell, 
David Salkeld, Michael Hinman, Maureen Burns-Jones, Jasmine Hopkins, Ann Lewis (Paul Dowse 
participated by video link.)

Matters Arising:

letters have been sent out as a holding note for those we want to approach for the WGs.

those who were unable to attend Friday 13th evening event were again approached and addresses 
given on 9th April event were also contacted but no responses were forthcoming from the 80+ 
letters.

Liz reported that Paul Dadford, although away in Turkmenistan, would be willing to carry out 
research relating to infrastructure and the environment.

Jennifer Fenelon, Chair of Healthwatch Rutland, contacted Liz about using the NP to link in with 
their survey involving the Clinical Commissioning Group.

Viv Lamb, Oakham School, has a project on Wed 22nd and the morning of Fri 24th June, involving 
Year 10 students who will design ways of reaching groups of young people for their views about 
Oakham’s needs over the next 20 years. Liz agreed to support initial scene setting on the 22nd.. 
Ann will help on the 24th.

Michael reported that a new, temporary Town Clerk is to be appointed early July.

Communications and engagement: 

Liz opened with three questions - Where are we? What are we doing? Where are we going? Now, 
at end of Phase 1, we need to think about a date for liaising with RCC. However, at present a linear 
approach is difficult - our vision and aims and objectives cannot be arrived at fully until we have 
engaged with the community. Some aims and objectives have emerged as themes but they are not 
clearly defined or robust enough yet - so where do we start? Do we have work for WGs yet? All our 
areas (housing, community facilities etc) probably need to be targeted, even though these may 
evolve as we move forward, and we need to have the bigger picture in mind.

Oliver suggested that the Town Centre would be a good starting point in that he has devised a 
framework which could be utilised by all WGs. His document (which will be sent to the SG) sets out 
an Aim - to gather and collate information as to how the Town Centre may best be preserved and 
enhanced - and 7 clear objectives, roughly outlined below: 
To produce a relevant set of questions with timescale 
To determine who the questions will be aimed at  - businesses, residents, visitors, community 
groups etc. 
To liaise with comms group to ascertain means of distribution, collection and costs 
To collate evidence and present in understandable format
To liaise with RCC( and all other sources of evidence) 
To provide feedback to residents and others in 2 above
Feed relevant material into draft NP

Oliver also explained that there are helpful existing resources relating to the Town Centre which 
can be used as evidence - RCC’s documents on retail capacity, parking etc. (little point in our 
duplicating info) and we may gather our own information and get feedback from residents etc. 
which will be useful to RCC. Thanks to Oliver for all this.



David pointed out that care is needed in creating objective questionnaires but Michael Haley stated 
that, as a SG, we do need to give direction. Maureen expressed concern about who would be 
targeted and engaged and how - appropriate format needed for that. We need to consider the 
variety of methods of reaching people - paper, phone, Survey Monkey? Frank expressed the 
importance of engaging the whole community. Liz suggested that there are community events - like 
concerts in the park - which would give us the opportunity to reach a whole range of people. 
Michael Haley suggested that we could have a stand at such an event where we could have a 
large map of the NP area with the call for sites shown on it. This would provide a visual, meaningful 
focus for people and would get them involved. 

Maureen suggested that the work of WGs should start immediately. To that end, it was agreed that 
each of us should approach the selected WG member for our area of concern to arrange a meeting 
where we can discuss that particular area and find a way forward - initially, looking at the NP map, 
RCC website and their relevant documents.

Michael Haley went on to say that we must ask for what we need from RCC and that we also need 
guidance. We need expertise from estate agents, developers, planners, architects who have 
worked on other plans for other councils, etc. A programme of presentations could then be created 
to which WG people would be invited, and which would serve as professional development of the 
SG. (Questions could be drafted alongside these.) It was also suggested that representatives from 
Hexham’s NP (town similar to Oakham) could be approached for guidance/assistance. Frank 
suggested a useful link to a monthly bulletin about NPs, ‘Up Front’, which he will send on to all.

What do we want the Communications people to do, then? 
We need 3 or 4 large NP maps, showing clearly open spaces and sites for possible development. 
(Oliver to ask RCC if they can produce these - if not, Paul offered to try his hand.) Members of the 
SG would be with the maps and members of the public attending the event will be urged to give 
their views, ideas, questions etc.

Oliver and Christopher to provide a proposal for a NP banner for use at our events. ( quotes to be 
provided for OTC)

Maureen and Frank to produce a standardised draft email to go out to WG individuals - using 
Google mail, rather than personal emails. 

We need a list of upcoming events. Jasmine to send Cutts Close programme to C&E group

A list to be sketched out of potential events with info pack on what we need for them. LS, C&E and 
Events to liaise on format.

Education and training events to be organised asap. Maureen agreed to produce a draft schedule

Plan Timeline:

Liz reminded us that the Plan Timeline document needed to be filled with things we have done and 
intend to do. She asked when the SG could state ‘this is our vision’ and when we might have a first 
draft of the NP etc. What was tentatively agreed was:

March 2017 - this is our vision, the bulk of initial engagement completed
October 2017 - draft aims, objectives and policies started
End of 2017 - First draft of NP completed and shared with Planners for feedback
April 2018 onward - RCC process takes over, finalising in referendum. 

 AOB:



Michael Haley, as a TC, received an email stating that the NP will fail and it was decided that the 
SG should not respond to it.

Date and time of next meeting: 
Monday, 27th June at 16.00 in OTC.

The meeting ended at 19.30.


